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Pretty Deadly: Pretty Deadly Volume 1: The Shrike (Series #01) (Paperback)
We aim to show you accurate product information. Pretty Deadly, Vol. I knew this was dark going in, but holy schmoly! I appreciate what
DeConnick was trying to do, but I don't think she successfully executed. View all 4 comments. In a distant galaxy,… More. Average Rating: 5.
Rating details. Uh-oh, it looks like your Internet Explorer is out of date. Strange, Osborn present the collected opening arc of their surprise-hit
series that marries the magical realism of Sandman with the western brutality of Preacher. I really don't know how to express just how much I love
this book. Manufacturers, suppliers and others provide what you see here, and we have not verified it. But when Maika comes face-to-face with a
stranger from her deep past, … More. Millennia ago, mankind fled the earth's surface into the bottomless depths of the darkest oceans. I agree to
the Terms and Conditions. In fact, the first issue opens with a cute bunny getting its head shot off, which gives you an idea of how dark this book is
going to be. And I don't think she meant to be ambiguous. The story woven through each installment had the feel of a folktale, but it was one I'd
never heard before: a man wed a beautiful woman, and overcome with fear of losing her to another, he built a tower to keep her in. Rio's art is lush
and detailed, and is more than capable of keeping up with the far-reaching story. For once, in a Western and a comic, we have very strong female
characters, many flawed but all facing their fate head on and with determination. This isn't a Bautista piece, to be clear, it's just a google search that
I liked Anyways, so this story is kind of all over the map really. But Maika still has a Pretty Deadly: The Shrike Volume 1 of her own: to discover
the se… More. This is especially effective in close-up shots, when a character drawn by Emma can make the reader tremble with just a squint.
Rios draws the unique women of Pretty Deadly beautifully. To me it was as confusing and tedious as the story. Oct 25, Jan Philipzig rated it really
liked it Shelves: addiction-obsessionromancewesternfantasyhorrorimageold-age-deathfamily. I went back and reread this after so many others
raved about it, but I still found this an incoherent mess of story and art. Coronavirus delivery updates. And worse, you don't get much of a grasp
on character -- it's like a myth in that sense, but there's also the Wild West vibe and other stuff going on that makes me feel like it should be more
than something pretty and mythic. Highly recommended. And worse, you don't get much of a grasp on character -- it's like a myth in that sense,
but there's also the Wild West vibe and other stuff going on that makes me feel l I'm having a bit of a hard time with this book. It's been a pleasure.
Report incorrect product information. I want to know more about them all! Mar Pretty Deadly: The Shrike Volume 1, RedL. May 15, Donovan
rated it did not like it. Specifications Age Range 16 Years. Preview — Pretty Deadly, Vol. While this book has a lot of fantastic things a bad or
hard to follow story can really make or break a book so I know I recently said this about Justice League but now Pretty Deadly has taken the
honor of being my favorite 3 star book. In two years, they are dead. Couple that, along with a handful of Eisner nominations, with a multicultural
cast of tough-as-nails women who all fight for their own honor, and this is a series to watch out Pretty Deadly: The Shrike Volume 1. The whole
time I was thinking to myself how my friend who only loves Gaiman would be hugely impressed and that if Ennis could scale back the gross
humour Today, on Pretty Deadly: The Shrike Volume 1 whim, I devoured this first volume of a female created black fantasy-western Pretty
Deadly: The Shrike Volume 1I revelled in it's often incredible and evocative artwork and became engrossed in it's narrative despite being unsure of
exactly what was happening until almost the final pages when things tied together in a remarkable and hugely impressive manner. Shelve Clean
Room, Vol. Current selection is: Paperback. Absolutely brilliant art, especially the colours which amazed Pretty Deadly: The Shrike Volume 1,
these palettes are unusual and perfectly moody and atmospheric. In that case, we can't Frequent mentions. Allegiances and relationships and
characters are all unclear. This volume finishes with a finite ending and thus, when the end note prepares us for volume 2 we are left feeling as if we
have just read the prequel to events yet to come. See more. Part western, part folktale, part gothic story, with the same creepy taste as Poe and
Lovecraft, we follow the Pretty Deadly: The Shrike Volume 1 as he travels the wide west, his companion a small girl wearing the Vulture Crown.
Related Pages :. Want to Read. A mysterious asteroid hosts a collection of strange creatures - man-animal hybrids, mythological creatures made
flesh, guardian spirits, cursed shadows - and the humans Pretty Deadly: The Shrike Volume 1 brought them to life. I already knew Kelly Sue
Deconnick could write brilliant dialogue from her work with Captain Marvel, and she brings that same magic to this supernatural western setting as
well. When an eight-year-old girl literally begins to tra… More. She swore she'd die if he locked her away, and that's what she did. A mysterious
and bloodthirsty matriarchal force runs the town of Redlands, Florida, and in order to stay on top sacrifices must be made. Sometimes I couldn't
tell Pretty Deadly: The Shrike Volume 1 characters apart. Still, that may just be me, so make sure to check it out! And cool. Shelve Low, Vol.
Jokey Joke-Maker" A bumbling narrative too predictably western noir to be interesting. Home 1 Books 2. Strange, Osborn present the collected
opening arc of their surprise-hit series that marries the magical realism of Sandman w… More. Pretty Deadly: The Shrike Volume 1 one did you
think I meant?! To ask other readers questions about Pretty Deadly, Vol. When a group of Nationalists use an ancient artifact to bring a villain
from Arthurian myth back from the dead to gain power, retired monster hunter Bridgette McGuire pulls her unsuspecting grandson D… More. The
last page implies that Deathface Ginny will be the focus of the next volume, but that feels like an odd choice, simply because we spend more time



with Fox and Sissy.
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